
In the dedicated mind and earnest soul of the Christ follower, the natural or general revelation through
what we see around us, and the special, spiritual, or transcendent revelation we see through God’s
word, work together to reveal the magnificence of the transfigured cosmos. Jesus Christ is the absolute
center, indeed the origin, working-through, and culmination of this grand symphony of the general and
special, natural and supernatural, ascendant and the transcendent. The devoted follower of Christ
pursues this grand mystery while knowing that its full revelation is wholly and solely the Spirit’s work,
not our own. For by grace alone, we enter and see the glory of God’s presence. Our natural eye and
mind do not discern the glory that transcends their cause in corruption. Turn your eye and mind to the
things of God, while asking the Spirit to open those heavens.

The sixth-century monk Maximus the Confessor, so called because
of his ultimately fatal refusal to renounce his Lord Christ, finds in
the writings of the apostle Paul and other scriptures that Christ is
not merely the teacher of wise things but is wisdom itself. Those,
then, who act wisely out of the inspiration of Christ’s teachings are
not simply wise persons, having learned from Christ. They instead
participate in Christ who is the substance of the virtue wisdom. As
Paul told the Athenians, in Christ “we live and move and have our
being.” Are you living in Christ? Are you moving in Christ?

Participate in Christ’s divine substance. Know and follow the very Word of God.

What does the apostle Paul mean when, in his popular love chapter, he writes that knowledge will pass
away? Presently, we know God primarily by propositional knowledge. What we read and hear from the
Bible tells us what to think about God including his love, kindness, and righteousness. God is largely a
concept or construct for us, even if we rightly devote ourselves to that construct and fear God as the
basis for our wisdom. But when something about which we think, or someone about whom we think,
comes into our presence, thought dissipates, and experience takes over. Think of someone, whether
friend or enemy. Then watch them walk into the room to greet you, and your thoughts will flee while
your perceptions of the whole person take over. Infinitely more would that experience be true in the
presence of God. Then, in his presence, what we know of God will become who we perceive in our
presence. Rational thought will abate, and direct perception of God’s substance will take over.
Together, we yearn for that day.

A very wise man, indeed a saint of old, informed by other very wise men, indeed our very church
fathers, once wrote that Bible events, figures, places, and things draw their literal and spiritual
meanings each from their own interpretive mode. You may have noticed that endless variety of ways to
approach the scripture, in the biblical preaching, teaching, and other inspiration you hear and read. The
Bible isn’t simply a system to which one just needs the perfect interpretive code. One preacher or
teacher cannot seize upon a magic method to unlock the Bible’s full meaning. Other methods and
approaches instead abound. Reading the Bible for meaning is much like trying to figure out a
complicated, subtle, and incredibly wise person. Indeed, the author of Hebrews tells us that Bible
accounts and passages live and breathe with energy and action. Interpretive modes, like reading New
Testament passages back into the Old Testament, defining words and phrases, placing the text in its
cultural context, reading for the attributes of God, or reading for the prefiguring of Christ, can help.
Methods advance rational thought. But they aren’t the same as the presence of the living God.


